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Objectives

1. Recognize tobacco product design as a 
critical element of tobacco product 
marketing

2. Identify ways to incorporate information 
about product design into tobacco control 
interventions



The key to marketing is to know 
your target audience and to shape 

your product and product  
advertising to meet their needs, 

wants, and desires



4’Ps of Marketing

• Product
– What are you selling? 

• Price
– What does your product (idea) cost? 

• Place
– How and where is your product distributed?

• Promotion
– How do you communicate information about the 

product to your target audience



Cigarettes makers have been 
masters of consumer marketing



The tobacco documents have 
revealed that nothing in the 

marketing of tobacco products 
has been left to chance by the 

tobacco industry



Know your target audience



The typical smoker
• Not a college graduate
• Smokes less than a pack per day (~16 cigs) 
• Typically buys by the pack at a gas station or convenience/grocery 

store  
• Brand loyal, although price will permit switching (most popular 

brands: Marlboro, Newport, Doral)
• Smoking increasingly limited to isolated private spaces such as the 

car, home, outside at work on breaks
• Sports fan, watches TV, does not read newspapers, goes to clubs 

and bars more often than nonsmokers
• Higher than average consumption of alcoholic beverages
• Higher reported rates of mental illness 
• Most have tried to quit in the past and most say they want to quit 

and expect to in the near future



Three Target Groups

1. The worried well
2. The contemplator (maybe I should quit)
3. Youth (replacement smokers)



Target group #1:

The worried well



Start with the basicsStart with the basics
The Four The Four ““PP’’ss””

• Product

• Promotion

•Place

•Pricing



Ernst L. Wynder and Evarts A. 
Graham (JAMA USA) 

Tobacco Smoking as a Possible 
Etiologic Factor in Bronchogenic

Carcinoma

“An elaborate, careful study of 687 lung 
cancer victims and more than 700 
‘controls’ reveals cigarettes to be “an 
important factor in the induction of 
bronchogenic carcinoma.”

1950 – smoking causes cancer







1952 Kent
Micronite Filter

“The Micronite Filter . . . made of a 
pure, dust-free material that is so 

safe, so effective it has been selected 
to help filter the air in hospital operating 

rooms.”
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Filters 
accounted for 
1% of cig sales 
in 1950, but 
increased to 
51% within 10 
years…

Our products cause cancer … what do we do?  
Put a filter on it!







January 11, 1964
Publication of Report and Press Conference





There was nothing new in it, nothing that had 
not been heard before.  The fact remains that 
the cause of cancer in human beings is 
unknown.  

Industry denial



January 29, 1964
Philip Morris Corporate Officers

George Weissman to Joseph F Cullman III

“. . . We must in the near future 
provide some answers which will give 
smokers a psychological crutch 
and a self-rationale to continue 
smoking.”

Meanwhile, in Tobacco-land…



• Carlton debuted on 5 January 
1964, 5 days before the 
announced release of the SGR

• at 2.7mg Tar, it was by far the 
lowest Tar cigarette on the market

•at the time, the average was 
over 20mg

A cigarette that is low in ‘tar’ and 
nicotine—yet high in smoking 
pleasure.  

… DESIGN A SOLUTION



RJR

Our products cause cancer … what do we do?  
Technology will solve it!



Filter ventilation

• Probably the most influential design 
feature of the modern cigarette

• THE major way standard tar, nicotine, and 
carbon monoxide yields are reduced

VENT HOLES



Filter ventilation

• Vents allow ambient air to flow into the 
filter during puffing

• This dilutes the smoke with air, reducing its 
concentration per-puff

• It also increases the temperature at the burning 
cone, meaning more tobacco is burned between 
puffs

– This also changes the mix of combustion and pyrolysis
products



Testing Regimes using linear smoking machine:

Routine analysis of tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide (TNCO)

FTC/ISO smoking regime:
35 ml puff volume, 
2 s puff, 60 s interval.

High tar

Low tar

Unused

Total particulate matter (TPM): 
“tar”, nicotine, and water.

In the FTC/ISO regime, the vent holes are exposed to the air, and 
therefore allow the smoke to be diluted

Images courtesy CDC





Cheating the System
• Sales weighted TNCO yields appeared to 

drop significantly over 30 years

MJ Jarvis.  UK data 1972-1999



As a design feature influencing 
smoke intake by smokers, filter 

ventilation is fundamentally 
deceptive and defective.

• Smokers can compensate for reduced yield
• Ventilation promotes taking larger puffs
• Ventilation holes can be blocked



Only 1 in 5 smokers is 
aware that their cigarettes 
have vented filters (BAND)





How do you sell a brand called

“Controversy”



Deceptive marketing of so-called light cigarettes







Smokers report belief that 'light' meant safer
Class-action suit says makers knew health risks were the same

By JOHN F. BONFATTI 
News Staff Reporter
9/29/2006 



Many smokers believe switching to a light 
cigarette will help them cutback or quit







Put it all together



Domestic market share of so-called low tar 
cigarettes 1967-2000
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<15 mg. tar yield



1990’s
smelly smoky cigarettes



RJR Premier, 1988

Our products cause cancer … what do we do?  
Technology will solve it!

Eclipse 1996





Eclipse – RJR Tobacco Company

Glass fibers

Nicotine delivery device having the appearance of a cigarettes.



Shocking…e-smokes



Target group #2:

The contemplator



You can’t force 
someone to quit

What smokers have to say about quitting smoking



…but about 2/3rd of smokers say they want to quit,

…and about 50% make at least one quit attempt each year



Crude quit and relapse rates
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Smokers are still optimistic 
about quitting



Most smokers believe they will quit smoking …
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…especially before they have any 
adverse health effects

9%

31%

60%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Do you think you
will quit smoking

before you
experience a

serious health
problem caused

by smoking?

Don't know No Yes



How do people quit?



Most smokers try to quit without using 
stop smoking medications



2007 – US smokers

• 32.8% of smokers who reported making a 
quit attempt in the past 12 months used a 
stop smoking medication
– 26.5% used NRT
– 3.5% use bupropion
– 9.0% used varenicline



Why aren’t more smokers using NRT to quit?

HERE ARE SOME REASONS…
– Low perceived access
– Concerns about NRT safety 

and misperceptions about 
nicotine and how NRT works

– Negative attributes of current 
NRT meds (taste, design, 
nicotine delivery) 

– Lousy Marketing (public health 
vs. tobacco)



Many smokers are skeptical about the need and 
benefits of medications to help them quit



What they 
say about
nicotine
addiction

All you’ve got to do 
is quit…

What most smokers believe and what 
they’ve been told repeatedly…



Summary

• Smokers have misperceptions that 
contribute to a general optimism about 
quitting, and avoidance of disease risk

• Smokers have misperceptions that 
contribute to a pessimism about the use 
of nicotine replacement products.



What the tobacco industry knew…



Philip Morris (1972)

“No one has ever become a 
cigarette smoker by smoking 
cigarettes without nicotine”



Crucial Role of Nicotine

R. J. Reynolds - The Crucial Role of Nicotine Therein
April 14, 1972, Claude E. Teague, R. J. Reynolds

No. 53



No. 105No. 55

ElectromyographicElectromyographic Studies of Muscle Relaxation in SmokersStudies of Muscle Relaxation in Smokers
Ray Fagan to Helmut Ray Fagan to Helmut WakehamWakeham November 1, 1972November 1, 1972



Why they lied…



No. 105No. 71

TI memo, 1980



Why they are still not telling 
the truth…



Adults have the right to make informed 
choices about what risks to take

RAI website, 2007



Constrained 
Choice



If cigarettes are designed to 
deliver nicotine…

then why not take the nicotine out?



Nicotine



Money

It costs a nickel
to make a pack of
cigarettes



The product, not the smoker, is the problem.  It 
helps to understand how cigarettes are designed to 
induce and maintain addiction to nicotine. 



Cigarette Design
Tobacco FilterPaper

Foil Wrapper Packaging

Flavoring Agents
Humectants Plasticizers

Burn Rate Controllers

pH Controllers

Inks
Casings

Menthol

Flavoring Agents



There is as much engineering in a 
cigarette as there is 

under the hood of your car.



Analysis of tobacco components

Bright – flue cured
(30-40%)

Burley – air cured
(20-30%)

Stems (2-10%)

Oriental  (10-15%)

Recon
(Bandcast 5-15%

Paper recon 5-15%)

Typical US blend:



Nicotine is not 
distributed 
uniformly 
through tobacco 
leaves. Chopping 
up a few leaves 
and rolling them 
in paper with a 
filter on the end 
does not give you 
a Marlboro! 





Additives



Methyleugenol
Basil, Bay, Cloves, Nutmeg,

Lemongrass, Cinnamon bark, Allspice

Tumorigen, Mutagen, Sedative,
Primary Irritant

Tobacco Flavor Additives added as the Natural Extract
“Generally Regarded as Safe”

O
O

The National Toxicology Program recently found that
methyleugenol is highly carcinogenic







Bright (30-40%) Burley (20-30%)

Stems (2-10%) Oriental  (10-15%)

Recon (5 to 15%)
Bandcast
Paper

Typical US blend:
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Ammonia: Not just another pretty base!

Bandcast
~2% DAP



WHY AMMONIA CHEMISTRY ?
ACID-BASE REACTIONS

• PURPOSE

– MASK THE IRRITATING COMPONENTS 
OF SMOKE

– MANIPULATE & ENHANCE THE 
DELIVERY OF NICOTINE

– PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECT



FREE NICOTINE

• CHARACTERISTICS

– GASEOUS STATE OF MATTER
– INCREASED MAGNITUDE AND RATE UPTAKE
– NOT DETECTED BY FTC METHOD

• FASTER TO THE BRAIN

• FASTER ADDICTION VIA FREE BASE
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Variation in free-base nicotine with ventilation



Aerosol particle behavior
(not to scale!)

Smoke particles
coagulate forming 
larger sizes.

N = No/(1 + Nokt)

N= # particles/cm3

No = initial particles/cm3

k = coagulation factor
T = time
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At 0.25s particle #
decreases by >200%
as particle size increases.

Fiebelkorn, R.T., Measurements of smoke particle characteristics as influenced by filter 
ventlation,Report No. T.220, 1990, 570559943-570559963.



Coagulation implications N = No/(1 + No kt)

Assumptions: Smoke particles are spheres, constant smoke volume, and the
coagulation factor, k, is constant.

Coagulation growth at different filter ventilations
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4000 chemicals

What do you tell the consumer?

Pee in every puff



Our products cause cancer … what do we do?  
Marketing will solve it!







Target group #3:

The beginning smoker



Product
“Realistically, if our Realistically, if our 
Company is to survive Company is to survive 
and prosperand prosper……we must get we must get 
our share of the youth our share of the youth 
marketmarket……this will require this will require 
new brands tailored to the new brands tailored to the 
youth marketyouth market””

-Claude Teague, RJ Reynolds, 1973



“Contact leading firms 
in terms of children’s 

research…contact 
Sesame Street…contact 

Gerber, Schwinn, 
Mattel…”

“Determine why these 
young people were not 

becoming smokers.”
----Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. 

April 27, 1977.April 27, 1977.



A 1974 report to R.J. ReynoldsA 1974 report to R.J. Reynolds’’ Board of Board of 
Directors illustrates the companyDirectors illustrates the company’’s concern withs concern with
market shares among younger smokers defined market shares among younger smokers defined 
as those between the as those between the ages of 14 to 24 yearsages of 14 to 24 years::

““Thus, our strategy becomes clear for our Thus, our strategy becomes clear for our 
established brands:established brands:

1)1) Direct advertising appeal to the Direct advertising appeal to the 
younger smokers...younger smokers...””

------R J Reynolds Tobacco Co.  R J Reynolds Tobacco Co.  ““1975 Marketing Plans 1975 Marketing Plans 
Presentation.Presentation.”” September 30, 1974.September 30, 1974.



A 1974 summary of a A 1974 summary of a 
meeting held at RJR meeting held at RJR 
discussed cigarettes discussed cigarettes 

designed for designed for 
beginning smokersbeginning smokers, , 

noting that such a noting that such a 
cigarette should be cigarette should be ……

““low in irritation and low in irritation and 
possibly contain added possibly contain added 
flavors to make it flavors to make it 
easier for those who easier for those who 
never smoked before to never smoked before to 
acquire the taste of it acquire the taste of it 
more quickly.more quickly.””

-- “Conference report #23.” June 5, 1974. R.J. Reynolds 

Tobacco Company Bates Number: 500254578 4580



RJR Apple Wine
Flavored Cigarettes

1972



We’ve changed …We promise these
Flavored Cigarettes are only for Adults

2004-2006





Good things come in small packages
Blue Plastic-like Cylinder Embedded in Filter (Non-smoked)

“Twist” - Camel Exotic Blends – R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company



Camel Crush



Virginia slims super slims “purse pack”



What’s next?



Big Tobacco Now in Smokeless 
Game

Reynolds marketing 'Camel Snus'
May 1, 2006 

Philip Morris tests Smokeless, 
Spitless Tobacco, July 18, 2006

Test markets in Austin and Portland

Taboka test market in IndianapolisMarlboro Snus test market in Dallas, August 2007



R.J. Reynolds Preps Dissolvable 
Tobacco

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco will dive deeper into the smokeless category next year 
by nationally distributing Camel Snus and introducing in test markets dissolvable 
alternatives to cigarettes called Camel Sticks, Camel Orbs and Camel Strips.

The new products, grouped under the Camel Dissolvables banner, are 
smokeless and spit-free; they are made from finely milled tobacco and held 
together with food grade binders. The products will launch in the first quarter in 
Columbus, Ohio, Portland, Ore., and Indianapolis. The Camel Dissolvables
Sticks can be placed in the mouth like a toothpick or broken into a piece that is 
placed between the upper lip and gum, where it dissolves after 10 minutes. RJR 
recommends the same usage for Orbs, which is a pellet that lasts about 15 
minutes, and Strips, which dissolve after about 3 minutes. 

(October 8, 2008)



How to track new products?
www.tobaccoproducts.org



Take home points

• Ask your patients what brand they are smoking 
and why?

• Misperceptions about tobacco products and stop 
smoking medications are the norm, e.g.,  
– Filters are better
– Lights have less nicotine and are easier to quit
– Natural is safer

• Fear of nicotine is a barrier keeping many 
patients from using nicotine replacement 
products



Websites



www.nysmokefree.com



www.doingyoudamage.com



Ads you can use





Handouts









Questions


